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A note for the reader:

According to the Royal College of

Occupational Therapists' Code of Conduct,

a student cannot diagnose, prescribe or

recommend a particular course of

treatment. This zine is not a replacement for

medical or therapeutic treatment. This zine

is designed to provide you with information

and techniques that you may find useful to

help develop your zine making skills.

This zine is primarily for people experiencing

barriers to making zines. It would also be

good for others to read it, to be aware of

what challenges people may have. If you are

an active zinester or run workshops it may

help you think about what you could do to

be more inclusive and give people the best

opportunity to be involved in this great

scene.





Interventions explanation:

The interventions suggested are very general

and may not meet all of your individual

needs.

If you are experiencing significant

challenges then you should contact your

local GP to be referred to an occupational

therapist.  The interventions discussed in this

zine have been chosen as they are some

common areas where people may struggle

to engage with zines - this is based on the

zine-tivity analysis section.



Spread your fingers - Open your fingers as
wide as you can, then close them back
together. It might help to have your hands on
the table.

Open/Close a peg - Find yourself a clothes
peg and open and close it - this will help
strengthen your fingers.

Make a fist - Make a fist with your hand.
Squeeze your fist as tightly as you possibly
can, hold for a little while then let go. 

Use a stress ball - Increase your power-grip
strength by squeezing a stress ball. Try
getting ones at different toughnesses.

Extra pen grips - Find some extra pen/pencil
grips to help you hold things better.

Play virtual piano - Play some virtual piano -
get those fingers waggling! We will make a
Beethoven out of you yet!

Hand Function



Roll out some play-dough - Use a rolling
pin to roll out some play-dough, or regular
dough for a full arm workout! Will help with
that folding. You could try using a glue stick
too!

Stack some coins - Try and stack your
pennies as high and as neatly as you can! It's
hard so don't get too frustrated!

Thumb-to-finger - Touch your thumb to
each of your fingers. Do this 5 times on each
finger to help improve those fine-motor
skills.

Play a board game - It's not all hard work...
whoop a friend at a good old fashioned
board game!

Stretch out your wrist - Stretch your wrist
out by moving them up and down - you may
need to use your other hand to help the
stretch.

Take a break - Take a break! It's not all
about rushing to finish! if your hands are
getting really tired - take 10, 15, 20 -
whatever you need.



Scalable paper - If you use scalable paper
you can print your zines big enough to be
able to see them.

High contrast implements - Use colours
that not only stand out on the paper but also
stand out on the desk so you can see them.

High contrast template - Use a template
which you can clearly see the places where
you are meant to fold and outline of each
page.

Large/Bold print - Try making zines in a
bolder print so that people can see the text
more clearly.

High contrast crop marks - Similarly to the
high contrast template, these will help to
clearly show at what point you should stop
cutting.

Use a lighted magnifier - Try using a
magnifier with a light built into it to help you
see what you are doing and also to read
other peoples zines.

Strategies for Low Vision



Make a clear path - Seems simple but
make sure there is a clear path from the
chair to the desk where you want to make
your zine! Move the furniture out of the way.

Make a clear desk - Again, seems simple
but make sure you have a clear desk so you
can more easily see what's there and get
what you need.

Smaller range of media - Use a smaller
range of media and get really confident on
using them.

Audio-zine - Why not listen to instructions
to how to make a zine on an audio version.
Or turn your zine into an audio-zine by
recording your zine.

Hand guards - If you are going to use a craft
knife to cut things out then why not try a
han guard to protect yourself from slicing
your fingers.

Mark out walkways - If you are running a
zine fest or other zine event make sure you
have clear walkways and have marked out
and any changes in level.



Sit on an exercise ball - Take a bit of time to
sit on an exercise ball - your core has to work
hard to keep you upright so its a good
exercise to do - make sure it is clear around
you in case you fall off.

Walk along a line - Pop a line of masking
tape along the floor and try and walk along it
toe-to-toe - this will improve your core and
your balance!

Roll a glue stick - Using your arms to roll a
glue stick will make you engage your core
muscles - try rolling blu-tak as thinly as
possible!

Simple yoga poses - Have a google and find
some simple yoga poses to improve your
core strength - remember it's your body so
do not do anything it does not want to do.

Carry a rucksack - The rucksack will make
you engage your core as you are carrying
more weight in a different place.

Core Stability



Take a break - Take a break! It's not all
about rushing to finish! if your hands are
getting really tired - take 10, 15, 20 -
whatever you need.

Cycling - If you can go out for a bike ride -
this will help to build up your core stability.

Balance on one leg - Try and balance on
one leg for as long as possible - stay as
upright as you can. This will improve your
core and balance.

Chairs with arms/backrest - Use the chair
arms to help keep you up, and the backrest
in the right place will support your back!
AVOID STOOLS!

Something to lean on - If your core stability
is low then make sure you can lean on
something to help prop you up if you are in
a zine workshop.

Extra cushions - When your sat in your
chair stuff some extra cushions around you
to help keep you upright - *be alert for
pressure sores*



Sit on an exercise ball - Your body will have
to constantly re-adjust which will help to calm
you down.

Take a break - Take a break! It's not all
about rushing to finish! If you feel stressed -
take 10, 15, 20 - whatever you need - then
come back to it with fresh eyes.

Try some relaxing music - Play some music
you find relaxing in the background while you
work.

Do some exercise - burn off all your pent up
stress by doing some exercise beforehand.
You could even try doing some as a break
from making.

Create your own space - Creativity is all
about you - so make yourself a space that
helps give you inspiration.

Set yourself little goals - As we have
already said it's not about rushing. Set your
self a little goal of even 'I'm just going to do
the drawing for the first page'.

Self-Regulation



Fiddle with something - Distract your mind
from what you are doing by fiddling with
something in the other hand.

Use Calm-kit - Create yourself a calm kit so
if you feel yourself getting worked up you
can do some self soothing.

Meditation - Find a comfortable place so sit
and do some deep breathing exercises.

Ask others for help - It’s okay to ask
somebody to help you; they might be able
to help you to calm down and see clearly.

Try standing - Have you tried standing up
to make your zine? It uses more energy to
stand than to sit so you may be able to work
for longer if you 'need to move'.

Use HUGE paper - You may feel confined on
a tiny piece of paper… Use huge paper and
go wild - then you can photograph it and
make it smaller.



Easy read instructions - Use easy read
instructions to help the person not get too
confused - one instruction at a time.

Use old photos - Jog some memories by
having photos on the table, these may also
help give the person give some ideas.

Collage - Have magazines that can be ripped
up and used to form a collage style zine - you
may need to help with cutting.

Play music - Music stimulates a different
part of the brain, this may help the person to
engage in creativity more.

Do it together - Don't take over - Ask the
person if they want things stuck in certain
areas.

Use stickers - The person may not have the
ability to remember how to draw/use
pens/pencils - use stickers so they can still
create something.

Dementia



Talk about a subject area - Spark up
conversations about things they would have
found interesting from when they were
growing up.

Find old zines - Find zines that were around
‘in t’ day’, maybe sci-fi, football or punk
music - you may find one they made!

Pen grips - Sometimes hand function can
deteriorate and people struggle to hold
pens - try using pen grips.

Social history - Use zines to create a social
history or family tree - help have the
conversations with family/friends.

ADLs - ADL means 'activities of daily life'.
Maybe ask the person how they did a task in
the past - create a step-by-step guide on
how to make them.



Use post-it notes - As soon as you have an
idea of some form drop it on a post-it note to
come back to later - these may help prompt
your ideas.

Talk through your idea - Have a chat with
someone, they may give you some other
ideas or help to consolidate yours.

Use stickers - Use stickers to help build your
idea - you can always remove these later if
you want to.

Choose something you enjoy - Why not
write about your favorite book, film, plants,
food… anything. Tell people about something
you enjoy through the zine.

Draw a border - make a mark of some form
on your paper - it could be a border - it's
much easier to think of ideas when you aren’t
staring at a blank piece of paper.

Take a break - Take a break! It's not all
about rushing to finish! If you draw blanks -
take 10, 15, 20 - whatever you need then
come back to it with fresh eyes.

Where to start



Brain Splurge - Just write a thought about
anything on a page - you may end up
creating a zine about how you can’t think of
what to put in them. A bit like a mind-map.

Have spare paper - Use other bits of paper
to jot down ideas or don't be afraid to start
again.

Have erasing devices - Make sure you have
a rubber or correction fluid or tape to
quickly fix any errors you may have made.

Go for a walk - Take a stroll out in the
garden or local green space and see if there
is any inspiration there.

Look around the house - Have a look
around the house and collect your favorite
things for inspiration.

Free writing - write for a minute, repeat the
same word or just scribble if you get stuck
until an idea comes to mind.



Notes





This zine was created by a Sheffield Hallam
University Occupational Therapy Student
working on a placement with the coordinators
of the Sheffield Zine Fest.

It gave a series of interventions that may help
you overcome some of the barriers you may
face to make zines.

It has companion zines that give some of the
theory and references that inform this.

If you would like a copy of either zine, follow
this QR Code to our page on the Sheffield Zine
Fest website and look for the zine called Zine-
u-pational Therapy: The Theory.

There are other zines on this page including a
self-esteem zine for young people and a mini-
zine compendium version of this zine set.


